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SEC Chemistry
May 2010 Session

Examiners’ Report

Part 1: Statistical Information

A total of 908 candidates sat for the Chemistry SEC examination in May 2010. Table 1 summarizes the candidates’ 
performance in the examination.

Table 1: Distribution of the grades awarded for SEC Chemistry May 2010

GRADE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 U ABS TOTAL

PAPER A 93 139 150 145 72 117 5 721

PAPER B 27 22 23 24 85 6 187

TOTAL 93 139 150 172 94 23 24 202 11 908
% OF 
TOTAL 10.24 15.31 16.52 18.94 10.35 2.53 2.64 22.25 1.21 100

As in previous years the number of candidates opting to sit for Paper 2A was much greater than the number of 
candidates opting to sit for Paper 2B. In fact 79% of the candidates opted for Paper 2A. The pass rate for Paper 2A 
candidates was 83% while 51% of Paper 2B candidates were awarded Grade 7 or better. Eleven candidates did not 
sit for any of the papers and did not present their coursework and were regarded as Absent.

Part 2: Comments regarding performance

Overall Comments

When considering the candidates’ performance overall, one can observe that the overall marks were distributed over 
a wide range. In fact when considering the total marks for Paper 1, Paper 2A and the coursework component the 
total marks ranged between 10% and 96%. On the other hand the total marks for Paper 1, Paper 2B and the 
coursework component ranged from 3% to 70%. Many candidates were able to answer correctly questions requiring 
recall of knowledge but were less successful when tackling questions requiring them to show understanding and 
application of their knowledge to a slightly unfamiliar context or to an everyday life context. In many instances, 
when dealing with questions requiring them to go beyond recall of facts, students wrote something down that they 
had memorised whether it was relevant or not. Candidates need to learn how to reason and not simply learn to recall 
facts. A transformation in the approach of learning chemistry needs to be adopted with less emphasis on learning 
factual information and more emphasis on understanding, reasoning and application.

In the following sections specific comments related to candidates’ performance in each question are given. These 
were compiled by markers as they went through the scripts and try to point out common errors encountered. For 
each item the average mark scored and the Facility Index of the item are given. The Facility Index is an indication of 
how difficult an examination item is for the particular group of students sitting for the examination. A high facility 
index (maximum 1.0) indicates an easy item while a low Facility Index shows a more difficult item. 
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Remarks on Paper 1

General Comments

This paper was attempted by 882 candidates. The average mark scored per question and the Facility Index of each 
question in Paper 1 is given in Table 2. The most challenging question for Paper 1 was Question 11 about qualitative 
analysis while the least challenging question was Question 3 about the states of matter and changes of state. 

Table 2: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Mean
4.7 4.0 4.5 2.9 2.5 5.1 2.9 2.5 2.6 4.2 6.2 8.9

Maximum
6 8 5 7 4 6 6 6 6 6 20 20

Facility Index
0.79 0.50 0.90 0.42 0.62 0.85 0.49 0.42 0.43 0.69 0.31 0.44

Table 3 gives the average mark scored per question in Paper 1 by candidates opting for Paper 2A together with the 
Facility Index of each item for this group of students. Table 4 gives the corresponding information for Paper B 
candidates. 

Table 3: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1 (Paper 2A candidates)

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Mean
5.02 4.69 4.65 3.50 2.76 5.35 3.38 3.10 2.82 4.62 7.49 10.47

Maximum
6 8 5 7 4 6 6 6 6 6 20 20

Facility Index
0.84 0.59 0.93 0.50 0.69 0.89 0.56 0.52 0.47 0.77 0.37 0.52

Table 4: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1 (Paper 2B candidates)

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Mean
3.61 1.40 3.84 0.81 1.36 4.20 1.21 0.43 1.54 2.39 1.05 2.83

Maximum
6 8 5 7 4 6 6 6 6 6 20 20

Facility Index
0.60 0.17 0.77 0.12 0.34 0.70 0.20 0.07 0.26 0.40 0.05 0.14

As expected, Paper 2B candidates scored lower marks than Paper 2A candidates in each of the questions. In general 
the performance of most candidates opting for Paper 2B was rather poor.
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Specific comments about performance in each question

Section A

Question 1 (mean score 4.7/6)

(a)  Most candidates answered this correctly.

(b)  Several candidates considered the two ions Q2- and T+ as neutral atoms leading to incorrect values as answers 
since Q2- has two more electrons than protons while T+ has one electron less than the number of protons.

Many realised that R and W were isotopes.

Question 2 (mean score 4.0/8)

(a)  In part (i) the examiners saw several answers which consisted simply of an array of numbers, with no indication 
that the number of moles of each element was being calculated.  The values given in the question corresponded to an 
empirical formula CH2.  Giving the answer as (CH2)n is incorrect since this represents the molecular formula in 
terms of n.

A ‘trial-and error’ approach in part (ii) did not score any credit.

(b)  In part (i) many incorrect formulae and equations were evident.

The colour change requested in part (ii) was from orange-red bromine to colourless. ‘Decolorisation’ does not 
describe the observation fully.

In part (iii) any structure of an alkyne, showing a triple bond, obtained full credit.

Question 3 (mean score 4.5/5)

This question was well-answered by most candidates although a few showed difficulty in distinguishing between 
evaporation and boiling.

Question 4 (mean score 2.9/7)

Although this question dealt with the basic concepts in electrolysis, several incorrect answers were given.  The 
difference between electrolyzing aqueous zinc chloride and molten zinc chloride was lost on many.  Part (c) proved 
particularly difficult for the weaker students, with Faradays, coulombs, moles of electrons and moles of products 
being used haphazardly.

There seems to be a common trend showing that students are unfamiliar with the electrolytic process and are unable 
to figure out what substances are discharged at the different electrodes and why this is taking place. 
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Question 5 (mean score 2.5/4)

This was a basic question on bonding but again several incorrect answers were noted.  It was not uncommon to see 
hydrogen bromide represented as ionic.  Another surprising answer showed hydrogen atoms with 2 electrons, where 
one of these electrons was being shared, resulting in a hydrogen atom surrounded by three electrons.  On the other 
hand bromine atoms were often shown as having just one electron – the one being shared.    In part (b) some 
answers gave chlorine as the central atom.  Again this was surprising considering that chloromethane is so similar to 
methane and it is mentioned when studying substitution in alkanes.

Question 6 (mean score 5.1/6)

This question was fairly well-answered overall. There were no major problems, not even in the case of the weaker 
students.

Question 7 (mean score 2.9/6)

Most candidates are familiar with the ∆H notation and the units employed.  In part (c) the weaker candidates seemed 
unfamiliar with the concept of energy level diagrams.  All that was required was a simple energy level diagram of 
energy vs reaction path (or reaction progress), together with relevant energy levels for the reactants and the products 
in an exothermic reaction.  Several candidates, including some of the better ones labelled the x-axis as time. 
Diagrams of laboratory equipment used for various experiments were also drawn as an answer! Items which were 
commonly missing were labelling of the axis, labelling of the products and reactants and a clear labelling of the 
change in energy level sign.

In part (d) most candidates scored 1 mark for the correct answer, -38 , having correctly reasoned out that since 
ethanoic acid is a weaker acid than hydrochloric acid, less heat will be observed to be emitted.

A number of students fail to realize the difference between KJ/mol and KJ/mol-1. 

Question 8 (mean score 2.5/6)

Parts (a) and (b) were well-answered, although mathematical mistakes were evident.

Parts (c) and (d), were very straightforward but in fact they distinguished the varying abilities of the examinees.  The 
better candidates realized that once the mass of sodium carbonate had been calculated in (c) a simple subtraction 
gives the mass of the sodium chloride impurity.  A simple calculation then produces the requested answer.

A number of mistakes were observed in calculating the formula mass of sodium carbonate. Many students were not 
well-prepared to work out simple calculations which involve logical, mathematical and chemical understanding of 
the subject.
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Question 9 (mean score 2.6/6)

Several incorrect ionic equations were in evidence.  In part (ii) most answers showed familiarity with the higher
reactivity of potassium when compared to magnesium but then failed to make the connection that potassium would 
react very vigorously with the water making up the solution.

Part (b) showed a lack of familiarity with soluble and insoluble salts and an application of these to simple situations.  
Some of the non-valid statements encountered are: ‘a solution of calcium carbonate’, ‘magnesium chloride solution 
is added to calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate forms’, ‘react potassium carbonate with ammonium 
chloride’.  Residue and distillate were in some cases also interchanged.

A number of students failed to give clear details about how to carry out the experiment, thinking that by mixing two 
chemicals in any quantity would result in the formation of the product. 

Question 10 (mean score 4.2/6)

A considerable number of candidates were able to give correct observations for the given reactions.  The question 
asked for the observation when the given elements react with oxygen.  Although it is correct to say that sulfur 
darkens and melts, that describes the effect of heat on elemental sulfur and does not describe the reaction of sulfur 
with oxygen.  Several gave correct answers, showing that they have personally observed the blue flame sulfur 
produces when burning in oxygen, accompanied by the pungent/ acrid smelling sulfur dioxide gas.

In part (b) some answers were incorrectly given as sulfur oxide.

It is very important that students read the questions well.  In part (c) instead of the equation for the reaction of 
copper with oxygen, a few gave an equation for the reaction of sulfur with oxygen.

A number of students claimed that the reaction of copper with oxygen would produce CuO2.

Section B

Question 11 (mean score 6.2/20)

(a) G is potassium sulfite

Most candidates concluded that the gas given off is sulfur dioxide, which had to be identified by name and not by 
formula.  The change in colour from orange to green when sulfur dioxide comes in contact with acidified potassium 
dichromate was known by many. It is incorrect to say that the colour change is from yellow to green since it must be 
pointed out that if chromate is used instead of dichromate the colour change is still from orange to green since on 
acidification yellow chromate changes into orange dichromate. Some students only gave one of the colours and not 
the full observation of one colour changing to the other.

The reaction of hydrochloric acid on a sulfite produces water and sulfur dioxide.

Many ionic equations did not show aqueous ions for Ba2+ and SO3
2-.  Some students seem to be under the 

impression that only the state symbols of the product need to be included. 
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A number of students identified the substance as being potassium sulfate rather than potassium sulfite with the 
consequential effect that they gave incorrect answers to the following two parts.  

(b) L is ammonium bromide

Most identified ammonia as the gas given off, although in a few cases this was denoted as ‘ammonium’.

Ammonia can be easily detected by the dense white fumes of ammonium chloride given on reaction with hydrogen 
chloride.  The solubility of ammonia in water is not an acceptable test.  Similarly it is not singular to ammonia that it 
reacts with copper(II) oxide to produce copper. Other tests suggested were the fountain experiment and smelling. 

Some students assumed the unknown compound to be a chloride or an iodide rather than a bromide. Writing ionic 
equations proved to be too challenging for some students.

(c) Q is lead(II) nitrate or lead(II) ethanoate

It was very encouraging to see students coming to the right conclusions from the data given, in particular those who 
appreciated the fact that PbSO4 and PbCl2 are insoluble in water.  Some inadequate answers were given e.g. 
Ca(NO3)2 or Al(NO3)3 or AgNO3 which compounds do not agree with the data given. Some students realized that 
the compound was a lead salt but did not get anywhere from that point onwards.

Question 12 (mean score 8.9/20)

Most students had no difficulty answering parts (a) and (b) although in part (a) sodium sulfite was in a few cases 
given as one of the salts. Some students gave the correct name or formula of only one of the compounds obtained 
when reacting sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide but missed the second one. 

In part (b), some students seemed to think that sodium ethoxide and sodium ethanoate are one and the same thing, 
with some even writing sodium ethanoate as one of the products in the equation and then claiming it is sodium 
ethoxide. 

Part (c) was meant to test students’ understanding of concentrations of solutions and what the purpose of a titration 
is.  

The answers to part (i) showed that for some students volumes and concentrations are interchangeable, not realizing 
that the bigger volume was required because it was the weakest concentration.

The better students showed understanding of the concept that diluting the solution in the conical flask has no effect 
on the number of moles present and so the same volumes of solutions as before were required.  However from the 
answers encountered it is evident that several students are not aware of this, indicating lack of understanding of 
volumetric analysis. Many students gave elaborate mathematical answers when the answer was very simple, 
provided that the student understands that the number of moles present would remain the same.

Part (d) elicited some very dangerous answers, several suggesting sodium hydroxide tablets because they cause no 
harm to the body! It is obvious that few students know the hazards associated with strong alkalis and that sodium 
hydroxide, marketed as ‘caustic soda’ is used to unblock kitchen drains.
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Part (e) tested a very common laboratory situation.  However, only the better candidates scored well on this part.  
Using sulfuric acid a protective layer of insoluble lead(II) sulfate will stop the reaction, while using nitric acid 
soluble lead(II) nitrate ensures that the reaction can proceed.  Some candidates suggested that either the sulfuric acid 
is not strong enough or that there is not enough acid hence the reaction stops, when it was clearly stated that there is 
excess acid available. It is disappointing that students are finding themselves in difficulty handling questions dealing 
with the solubilities of salts in water when one considers that the syllabus contains various topics, eg., preparation of 
salts and qualitative analysis, where this concept must be applied.   

Remarks on Paper 2A

General Comments

This paper was attempted by 711 candidates. Table 5 shows the average mark scored per question and the Facility 
Index of each question with respect to the group of candidates sitting for this paper.

Table 5: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 2A

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Mean 6.67 4.68 4.65 3.46 1.94 1.42 3.34 2.07 4.34 2.69 11.09 9.87 8.57 10.85

Attempted 505 130 338 451

Maximum 8 8 7 6 6 4 4 5 6 6 20 20 20 20

Facility Index 0.83 0.59 0.66 0.58 0.32 0.35 0.83 0.41 0.72 0.45 0.55 0.49 0.43 0.54

The results show that the easiest items for this group of students were the question about the relationship of 
electronic configuration of an element and its position in the periodic table and the question about methods of 
collecting gases. On the other hand, again this year, the question about the chemistry of alcohols proved to be one of 
the most challenging questions.

Specific comments about performance in each question

Section A

Question 1 (Mean score 6.67/8)

(a) Most candidates were aware that the number of electrons in the outermost electron shell is identical to the group 
number to which the element belongs.

(b) Most students were familiar with Group 8 elements and were aware that this group comprises the inert gases. 
Some students gave irrelevant answers to part (b).

(c) The majority of the candidates were familiar with the fact that reactivity increases on going down Group 2. Most 
were also aware that the attraction between the nucleus and the outermost electrons decreases as the size of the atom 
increases. The reasoning regarding the trend in reactivity was problematic for some students.
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Question 2 (Mean score 4.68/8)

(a) Most students were able to provide correct answers to a(i) and (ii).

(b) Several students were unable to arrive at the conclusions which were expected:  that the reaction was an 
exothermic one and/or that a decrease in pressure would result in production of nitrogen dioxide.

Question 3 (Mean score 4.65/7)

(a) The correct molecular formula of PETN is C5H8N4O12 but some students gave other different versions of this 
formula such as C(CH2ONO2)4 and C(CH2)4(NO3)4. 

(b) Most candidates gave the correct relative molecular mass of PETN.

(c) Some students lacked the mathematical skills required to work out simple proportions. However, most students 
were able to work out correctly the relative molecular mass of PET.

Question 4 (Mean score 3.46/6)

In general, students did fairly well in this question.  The method of working that students employed in many cases 
was logical and understandable.  

(a) Most students were able to deduce correctly the number of moles of citric acid present in the sample. The 
majority of students were able to deduce from the given equation that 1 mole of citric acid requires 3 moles of 
sodium hydrogencarbonate for neutralization and hence the number of moles of sodium hydrogencarbonate required
in the reaction.

All students, with a few exceptions, worked out correctly the mass of one mole of sodium hydrogencarbonate but 
some were unable to work out the mass of sodium hydrogen carbonate required.

(b) Most students were aware that 1 mole of citric acid produces 3 moles of carbon dioxide. Some students simply 
multiplied 22.4 × 3 and gave the answer as 67.2 dm3. Only a small number of students were able to give the correct 
answer. Other problems observed was that some candidates did not know what STP meant or else, they used 
incorrect equations to come to their answers.

Question 5 (Mean score 1.94/6) 

Again this year, candidates were observed to be rather weak in organic chemistry and particularly weak when it 
comes to alcohols.

(a) Few students mentioned the most important fact, that all alcohols contain a OH as its functional group. Again, 
only a small number of students gave the correct structural formulae of ethanol, propanol and ethene. In the case of 
ethene, the double bond between the carbon atoms, necessary to emphasize its unsaturated nature was often 
completely ignored from the explanation.
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(b) A number of students were aware that due to the presence of OH in glycerol, similarly to a simple alcohol it is 
expected to react with the most reactive metals to liberate hydrogen and so effervescence is expected to be observed. 
But only a handful of students stated that the OH group in glycerol is responsible for its reaction with the most 
reactive metals. 

Question 6 (Mean score 1.42/4)

(a) The majority of the students did not give correct reasons why carbon and carbon dioxide have widely different 
sublimation temperatures. Some students confused the intermolecular forces between molecules of carbon dioxide 
with the covalent bonds that hold carbon atoms and oxygen atoms together. Many stated that the covalent bonds in 
dry ice are broken during sublimation! No reference was made to the amount of energy needed to break the strong 
covalent bonds that hold carbon atoms together.

(b) Most students are familiar with the strong tetrahedral structure of diamond and the weak layered structure of 
graphite.

Question 7 (Mean score 3.34/4)

Most students found this question easy and gave correct answers for P, Q, R and S.

Question 8 (Mean score 2.07/5)

(a) Only a handful of students referred to sugar as a carbohydrate that produces water when heated. However, almost 
all students stated that the resultant black residue left behind after sugar is overheated is carbon.

Most students seem to be familiar with using sodium hydrogencarbonate as a raising agent, knowing that carbon 
dioxide released during the process is responsible for making the mixture rise. However, most students did not refer 
to yeast that also evolves carbon dioxide at the right temperature.

(b)  Most students were fully aware that some substances change colour when they absorb water or moisture from 
the air as they change from anhydrous to hydrated compounds. Few realized that it was the indicator which was 
changing colour and not the silica gel.

Question 9 (Mean score 4.34/6)

Most students gave correct answers complete with correct reasons for (a), (b) and (c).

Question 10 (Mean score 2.69/6)

(a) In parts (i) and (ii), many candidates simply reiterated the statement given without giving any important 
information.  Many students did not realize that calcium carbonate makes up stalagmites.
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Some students seem to be familiar with the build-up of such formations. Most know that stalactites hang from the 
roof of a cave while stalagmites build up from the floor when water drips down onto the floor and gradually 
evaporates.

(b) Most students were aware that a stalagmite is mostly calcium carbonate and consequently reacts with dilute acids 
to liberate carbon dioxide. Some students however erroneously assumed that a stalagmite is composed of metals that 
react with acids to liberate hydrogen.

Section B

Question 11 (Mean score 11.09/20)

(a) Most definitions of what an ore is were vague without reference to its being a naturally occurring compound 
from which a metal may be extracted. Most students identified haematite as iron (III) oxide and gave its correct 
formula. Almost all candidates identified correctly the two other solid raw materials needed for the extraction of 
iron.

A good number of candidates gave the four correct reactions requested for the reactions taking place in a blast 
furnace. Some candidates opted to give a description of each reaction while others gave the equation.

Most candidates were aware that carbon monoxide is the reducing agent responsible for reducing the ore.

(b) Most candidates showed difficulties with metallic bonding. Most candidates referred to free electrons when 
describing the structure of a piece of iron but few candidates explained that a metallic bond is the result of the 
attractive forces between a mobile sea of electrons and the remaining positive ions. Some students suggested that the 
bonding is due to electron glue. This was not accepted.

When explaining how the shape of an iron object may be changed without breaking, most candidates referred to 
malleability and ductility but they failed to describe how rows of positive ions slide over each other when a force is 
applied.

With regards to conduction of electricity, all candidates referred to free electrons that are able to conduct the flow of 
current but few gave details about free electrons moving towards the positive terminal.

(c) Most candidates gave valid methods for protection from rust for a bicycle chain, a food can and a car. 
Galvanizing a food can is unacceptable since zinc is more reactive than iron and is more likely to react with the 
food. 

Question 12 (Mean score 9.87/20)

 (a) Most candidates who answered Question 12 calculated correctly the heat in kJ liberated when 1 g of each fuel is 
burned. There were some candidates however who were not aware that 1 mole of hydrogen gas has a mass of 2 g 
and not 1 g.

(b) Most candidates realized  that hydrogen is the most efficient fuel since it liberates the largest amount of energy 
per g. Nearly all the candidates were familiar with the fact that hydrogen is a non-pollutant since the product of its 
combustion is water while both ethanol and octane are pollutants since carbon dioxide and water are their products 
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of combustion. A good number of candidates failed to refer to carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas that contributes to 
global warming.

Some candidates were unable to give industrial methods of preparation and suggested, for example, manufacturing 
hydrogen by the reaction between a metal and a dilute acid. With regards to the production of octane, practically all 
candidates showed their familiarity with the processes of fractional distillation and cracking.

(c) Most candidates are aware that both ethanol and octane are highly combustible liquids and consequently have to 
be stored in tanks but their storage is not particularly hazardous. But hydrogen is a highly flammable gas and 
explodes if ignited.

Question 13 (Mean score 8.57/20)

(a) Not all candidates are aware that the outer shell of a nitrogen atom contains 5 electrons, 3 of which are used 
when forming a covalent triple bond with another nitrogen atom. Few candidates associated the unreactive 
behaviour of nitrogen with the large amount of energy required to break the triple bond.

(b) Most candidates gave a correct balanced equation for the reaction between magnesium chloride and sodium 
hydroxide. Again, almost all candidates showed their familiarity with ammonia solution being alkaline and 
consequently its similarity with sodium hydroxide.

(c) Almost all candidates were aware that nitrogen monoxide is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide when it comes into 
contact with the air. However, no reference was made to nitrogen monoxide being colourless. The equation for the 
reaction was in most cases correct. 

(d) Most students did not refer to the fact that ammonium compounds react with alkalis to liberate ammonia. The 
requested equation to illustrate the reaction between ammonium chloride and calcium hydroxide was in most cases 
incorrectly balanced.

(e) Most candidates were aware that dilute nitric acid is a typical acid that produces a salt and water when it reacts 
with a base. However the equations given in most cases either contained incorrect formulae or were not correctly 
balanced.

(f) Students were not aware that atmospheric nitrogen reacts with oxygen at the right conditions of temperature and 
pressure as happens in a car engine. The equation that shows how nitrogen dioxide dissolves in water to form two 
acids was in most cases correct.

Question 14  (Mean score 10.85/20)

Some students failed to state whether each of the five statements given is true or false as requested.

(a)  Most candidates were acquainted with the highly oxidizing nature of chlorine and consequently with its use as a 
bleaching agent.

(b) Most students gave correct half-equations for the discharge of ions at each of the electrodes. 
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(c) Many students were familiar with the fact that the reactivity of the elements in Group 7 decreases down the 
group and consequently bromine cannot displace chlorine from sodium chloride. A number of students however 
expected the reaction given to occur.

(d) Most students (though not all!) were aware that the laboratory preparation of chlorine necessitates the use of a 
fume cupboard but few students stated that this preparation involves the oxidation (not the reduction) of 
concentrated (not dilute) hydrochloric acid by manganese(IV) oxide. Most students found the equation for this 
reaction too difficult to balance. Others gave an incorrect formula for manganese(IV) oxide and / or for 
manganese(II) chloride.

(e) Most candidates were aware that concentrated sulfuric acid reacts with sodium chloride to give hydrogen 
chloride. But in most cases, students did not know that the salt produced from the reaction is the acid salt of sulfuric 
acid and not the normal salt.  Hydrogen chloride reacting with ammonia to give white fumes of ammonium chloride 
seems to be familiar with most students.

Comments about Paper 2B

General Comments

This paper was attempted by 169 candidates. Table 6 shows the average mark scored per question and the Facility 
Index of each question with respect to the group of candidates sitting for this paper.

Table 6: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 2B

Question 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Mean
3.30 3.94 5.58 0.56 1.87 2.84 2.13 2.11 2.52 1.73 7.56 4.21 6.32 7.31

Attempted
75 81 77 101

Maximum
6 6 7 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 20 20 20 20

Facility Index
0.55 0.66 0.80 0.11 0.31 0.47 0.36 0.35 0.42 0.29 0.38 0.21 0.32 0.37

In general the performance of the candidates sitting for this paper was rather poor.  Question 4 about a reaction in 
equilibrium proved to be the most challenging question for this group of candidates. 

Specific comments about performance in each question

Section A

Question 1 (Mean score 3.30/6)

Most students answered parts 1(a) and 1(c) correctly but the reason given why X does not form ionic bonds was in 
most cases incorrect. It seems that many students were not acquainted with the fact that gaining or losing 4 electrons 
is highly unlikely.
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Question 2 (Mean score 3.94/6)

Almost all students knew that graphite is a good conductor of electricity but diamond and dry ice are not. However, 
a considerable number of students were not familiar with the fact that both diamond and graphite have a high 
sublimation temperature.

Question 3 (Mean score 5.58/7)

Most students chose the right word in most cases but a few students did not know that the chloride ion is a spectator 
ion and so its oxidation number remains unchanged.

Question 4 (Mean score 0.56/5)

Only few students could answer this question correctly. Most did not answer at all and left all the spaces blank while 
others had no idea that this question was concerned with an equilibrium reaction that shifts to one side when the 
equilibrium is disturbed. Some students referred to Le Chatelier’s principle without actually understanding the fact 
that the system tries to restore equilibrium by producing more chromate(VI) ions when water is added and more 
dichromate(VI) ions when dilute sulfuric acid is added.

Question 5 (Mean score 1.87/6)

The mathematical skills required to work out a simple proportion made this question difficult for most students. A 
considerable number of students could use the chemical equation given to deduce that 1 mole of ammonium nitrite 
produces 1 mole of nitrogen and they could even work out a correct value for the formula mass of ammonium 
nitrite. But understanding simple proportions seems to be a problem for most of the students sitting for Paper 2B.

Question 6 (Mean score 2.84/6)

Most students gave a correct answer for the formula mass of PETN in (a) and the formula mass of pentaerythritol in 
b(iii) but a good number of students found it difficult to calculate the number of moles of PETN in 100 g of the 
substance, the reason being again the mathematical skills required to work out a simple proportion. In most cases, 
the students were able to deduce from the given equation that 1 mole of pentaerythritol produces 1 mole of PETN, 
but when calculating the mass of pentaerythritol needed to make 100 g of PETN, most students found the task too 
difficult to work out.

Question 7 (Mean score 2.13/5)

Most students could identify the chemical names of the two structural formulae given and the name of the 
homologous series to which they belong. The students, almost without any exception, gave the correct structural 
formula of the next member of the homologous series. However, almost all students found (d) difficult to answer, 
showing that they were not familiar with the test for the identification of an alcohol. 
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Question 8 (Mean score 2.11/6)

Most students produced correct labelled diagrams of stalactites and stalagmites, showing that they were acquainted 
with such formations. However the description given to illustrate how stalactites and stalagmites are formed when 
dissolved minerals are deposited after evaporation was far from adequate. Most students were unaware that calcium 
hydrogencarbonate is a soluble compound formed when acidic rain dissolves some of the limestone. They were also 
unaware of the fact that the main mineral present in such rock formations is calcium carbonate.

Question 9 (Mean score 2.52/6)

Most students gave correct answers for (a).

Although hydrated copper sulfate is a very common laboratory substance, some students were not familiar with the 
blue colour of the hydrated crystals and with the white anhydrous compound. However a considerable number of 
students were aware that the hydrated salt contains water of crystallization that is removed when the salt is heated.

With regards to zinc oxide, only few students were familiar with the yellow colour that this compound acquires 
when heated and its white colour at room temperature.

Question 10 (Mean score 1.73/6)

Only a handful of students could give a correct balanced equation for the preparation of sulfur dioxide by the 
addition of hot concentrated sulfuric acid on copper.

In most cases, the requested diagram was carelessly drawn and /or not labelled properly. Some students were not 
aware that sulfur dioxide is readily soluble in water to form an acidic solution. 

Section B

Question 11 (Mean score 7.56/20)

Almost all students who opted for this question gave the correct chemical name of haematite and labelled A, B, C, 
D, E and F with proper and correct terms. 

But the balanced equation requested in (c) for the reduction of iron ore contained in most cases incorrect formulae of 
reactants and / or products. In other cases, the equation was not correctly balanced. 

Calcium carbonate was identified by a good number of students as the compound required to remove silicon dioxide 
from the iron ore. But few students gave correct balanced equations to show the thermal decomposition of limestone 
and the formation of calcium silicate. 

With regards to the term pig-iron, most students were aware that it is an impure form of iron but few were familiar 
with the fact that it contains carbon and is consequently brittle.

Question 11(f) and (g) were in almost all cases answered correctly, but in some answers no reference was made of 
the fact that seawater contains dissolved salts that accelerate the process of rusting. 
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Question 12 (Mean score 4.21/20)

Few students opted for this question.

Most of these were aware that a fuel is used to supply energy when needed but only a handful of students indicated 
clearly that a fuel supplies energy only when it undergoes a chemical reaction such as combustion. With regards to 
(b), few students showed awareness that the heat of combustion is the energy released per mole by a fuel that is 
completely burned.

Many students gave the correct balanced equation for the combustion of hydrogen but most students were 
completely unfamiliar with the formula of methanol and so they could not build up a correct equation for its 
combustion, although in some cases they were aware that the products of combustion were carbon dioxide and 
water. Although the balancing is more difficult for the equation that shows the combustion of octane, more students 
presented a correct equation since the formula for octane was given in the table.

With regards to (e), most students were aware that the combustion of octane is a highly exothermic reaction and 
consequently produces the largest amount of heat.

Most students are aware of the danger of explosions if hydrogen is ignited and consequently of the need of proper 
storage in airtight containers. With regards to carbon, the ease of storage was obvious to most but only few were 
familiar with the difficulty that is often faced during ignition and burning.

All students answered correctly that hydrogen is the least polluting since the product of combustion is water. Most 
identified octane as the largest pollutant but only few students showed   their awareness that the culprit is carbon 
dioxide that is mostly responsible for the greenhouse effect.

Question 13 (Mean score 6.32/20)

(a) Not all students are aware that a nitrogen atom is comprised of 2 electron shells with 5 electrons in the outer 
shell, 3 of which are used for a triple bond with another nitrogen atom. So, diagrams with 3 electron shells or with 
14 electrons instead of 7 were common. Few students gave a correct reason why nitrogen is unreactive. Instead of 
referring to the energy needed to break a triple bond, most just referred to nitrogen as being made up of diatomic 
molecules, each atom in the molecule having a full outer shell of electrons.

(b) Most students gave the correct formula for ammonia although few erroneously confused the formula of ammonia 
with that of the ammonium ion. The requested equation for the industrial preparation of ammonia was in most cases 
correct, complete with the right state symbols. Besides nitric acid and the names of common fertilizers such as 
ammonium nitrate, other substances obtained industrially from ammonia were also considered as correct, although 
some of these are rarely used nowadays.

The equation for the laboratory preparation of ammonia was in most cases incorrect. Incorrect formulae of reactants 
and products, incorrect balancing and incorrect state symbols were apparent in most of the answers. 

Most students are aware of the exceptional solubility of ammonia but few students gave details to show that the 
resulting solution is strongly alkaline and contains OH- ions. The test that ammonia changes the colour of damp 
litmus paper from red to blue seems to be a common knowledge among students.

(c) In most cases, answers to c(i) and (ii) were correct. It seems that most students were aware that nitrogen 
monoxide is oxidized immediately once it comes into contact with air and forms brown fumes of nitrogen dioxide.
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Question 14 (Mean score 7.31/20)

(a) All students gave Group 7 or ‘Halogens’ as the name of the group in which chlorine is found. Group 7 is not the 
group name but the group number.  Most students opted for bromine or iodine as the element from the same group 
that is less reactive than chlorine. A few students chose fluorine which is obviously more reactive.

Most students were aware that chlorine displaces bromine / iodine from a solution containing bromide / iodide ions 
but some of these students could not give a full description of what happens during such a reaction. Instead of the 
description and the appropriate observations, some students gave a correct equation, for which they were awarded 
full marks.

All students gave two correct uses for chlorine, the most common being as a pool disinfectant and as a bleaching 
agent.

(b) Most students were aware that brine is a saturated solution of sodium chloride. The great majority of students 
knew that during electrolysis of brine, hydrogen gas is evolved at the cathode and chlorine at the anode but only few 
were aware that the remaining solution is strongly alkaline since it contains sodium hydroxide.

(c) Most students presented well-labelled diagrams complete with suitable washing and drying equipment. However, 
the heat required for the reaction to proceed was often omitted from the diagram and the method of collection was 
not always the best method for collecting chlorine, that is, by downward delivery. The fact that chlorine is toxic and 
consequently has to be prepared in a fume cupboard is a common knowledge among the majority of students but 
only a handful gave a correct balanced equation for the oxidation of concentrated hydrochloric acid by manganese 
(IV) oxide.  

Part 3: Comments about Coursework 

Of the 908 candidates sitting for the May 2010 examination, 32 candidates did not present coursework as required 
by the syllabus. The remaining candidates presented coursework either through their school (if presented by a 
school) or privately (if registered as private candidates). The average mark for coursework presented by Paper 2A 
candidates was 12.9 out of 15 while that for coursework presented by Paper 2B candidates was 10.8 out of 15. Table 
7 shows the frequency of marks and percentage of Paper 2A cohort obtaining each mark while Table 8 shows 
similar information for the students registering for Paper 2B.
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Table 7: Frequency and Percentage of students obtaining each coursework mark (Paper 2A candidates)

Mark Frequency Percentage

1 0
0.00

2 0
0.00

3 1
0.14

4 2
0.28

5 1
0.14

6 3
0.42

7 4
0.55

8 10
1.39

9 12
1.66

10 29
4.02

11 42
5.83

12 88
12.21

13 178
24.69

14 281
38.97

15 59
8.18

Np 11
1.53

Total 721 100

This year 84% of the candidates registered for Paper 2A obtained 12 marks or more out of 15 for their coursework 
while 68% of the candidates registered for Paper 2B obtained 10 marks or more out of 15 for their coursework.
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Table 8: Frequency and Percentage of students obtaining each coursework mark (Paper 2B candidates)

Mark Frequency Percentage

0
0 0

1
0 0

2
0 0

3
2 1.07

4
4 2.14

5
3 1.60

6
7 3.74

7
8 4.28

8
9 4.81

9
6 3.21

10
20 10.70

11
25 13.37

12
19 10.16

13
30 16.04

14
28 14.97

15
5 2.67

np
21 11.23

Total
187 100

This year 19 schools were visited by the moderators. A sample of students from the schools presenting candidates 
for SEC Chemistry were identified by MATSEC and called for an interview.  In addition, all private candidates were 
asked to attend for interviews about the practical work submitted. 
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Comments made by moderators who visited the schools are represented below. This year was the second year in 
which there were new syllabus requirements regarding practical work  which were intended to ensure a better spread 
of practical work: to represent the whole syllabus; to represent a range of practical skills; and to familiarize students 
with a variety of types of experiments. During moderation, students from one of the schools visited presented 
practical work according to the old criteria. As a result there were some areas from syllabus sections (a) to (j) that 
were not represented. The criteria used for this year’s moderation and the number of schools presenting work which 
was considered insufficient/satisfactory/good for each criterion are summarized in Table 9.

Table 9: Summary of the observations made by moderators

CRITERIA Insufficient Satisfactory Good
Experiments show variety of skills 3 4 12
Work presented is of SEC standard for the majority of 
students

4 6 9
Authenticity: work is clearly carried out by individual 
students or groups

2 7 9
No long extracts of dictated, downloaded or copied 
material

4 7 8
Diagrams are well drawn and labeled 4 11 4
Observations & measurements are well recorded

2 13 4
Analysis including graphs/quantitative work 3 12 4
Evaluation of the accuracy of observations and 
measurements

4 10 5
Evaluation of suitability of procedures 6 8 5
Identification of precautions and attention to safety

4 11 14
Conclusions made by the students themselves 5 5 9
Awarding of the marks is fair 3 12 4
At least 15 experiments are presented by most students

0 5 14
At least one experiment from each of syllabus sections (a) 
to (j)

3 4 12
Not more than three experiments presented from each 
section

1 3 15
Two investigations are presented 3 8 8
Front page with list of experiments included 1 5 13

In addition to the observations summarized in Table 9, moderators made a number of comments and 
recommendations for improvement. Some of these comments have already appeared in examiners’ reports of 
previous years but unfortunately moderators still encounter these shortcomings during the moderation exercise.
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Presentation

 Candidates are requested to include a filled copy of the form given in the syllabus, showing the title of the 
experiments presented from each area and their page number.

 Candidates are requested NOT to present their work in display books or in separate plastic sleeves.

 Diagrams were sometimes drawn on the foolscap sheet where the students also wrote down the report. As a 
result, in some cases, the diagrams were not clear and labelling was far from adequate.

 In a few cases, students did not have the appropriate front sheet with the list of experiments.

 The support and guidance given to the students for writing reports should be limited and by the end of the 
course students should be encouraged to write their own conclusions.

 More ionic equations should be included.

 An experiment may be presented as an investigation if the students themselves work on the problem given, 
plan the method, carry out the experiment, evaluate their results and methods and draw conclusions. 
Reports of investigations should not follow the usual format of report writing but should include prediction, 
planning etc.

 There were a number of cases where the discussion of results included downloaded material at times 
beyond the level of a SEC student. This practice should be discouraged.

 Experimental precautions were not presented for all experiments and safety measures to be practiced during 
experimental work were not always emphasized.

 A graph cannot be drawn if only two readings are taken.  A minimum of five points should suffice.

Correction

 Not all reports were corrected in detail. Reports that contained incorrect calculations and unbalanced 
equations were left uncorrected.

 It is important for teachers to have clear marking criteria because sometimes students who left out 
equations, diagrams, calculations etc were getting marks that are as high as those students who include 
them.

 Some reports contained serious mistakes that were uncorrected.

Safety

 Bromine must always be used in SMALL amounts and in a fume cupboard.

 Use of naphthalene. 

Work Presented

 In some reports the experimental analysis was devoid of numerical data and some schools seem to avoid 
doing experiments that require the collection and analysis of such data.  Consequently, the mathematical 
treatment of data is completely left out.

 Some experiments were too short (for example: heating copper(II) carbonate only; separation of solid and 
metal using a magnet; separation of oil and water using separating funnel; melting of ice and ice and sugar 
to determine how  impurities have an effect on melting point  presented as one of the experiments). Short 
experiments should be combined and presented as one practical.
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 ‘Experiments’ such as separation by sorting of sand and beans cannot be considered as a SEC experiment!

 Demonstrations should not be included amongst the 15 experiments presented. 

 In some cases there was no evidence that students actually did the experiments themselves. For example, 
where the titration results of the whole class were identical.

 Experiments such as determining the amount of hardness present in a sample of water by the amount of 
lather formed should not be presented.

 Qualitative analysis does not consist only of flame tests.

Undesirable practices

 In titrations: students were finding the average titre value using titre values that are not concordant. 
Students need to be aware that values to be included in the average must not differ by more than 0.1cm3. 

 In titrations: some students either did not refer to rinsing or simply suggested rinsing with distilled water.

 In recording titration results, some students simply wrote down a value for the titre value and did not 
include the burette readings.

 Use of litmus solution as the indicator during titrations.

 When testing for gases, gas-specific tests should be carried out, rather than relying on litmus (except in the 
case of ammonia).

Computation of final mark

If a student presents less than 15 experiments, the mark should still be worked out as an average over 15.

Chairperson
Board of Examiners
July 2010
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Examiners’ Report


Part 1: Statistical Information


A total of 908 candidates sat for the Chemistry SEC examination in May 2010. Table 1 summarizes the candidates’ performance in the examination.


Table 1: Distribution of the grades awarded for SEC Chemistry May 2010

		GRADE

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		U

		ABS

		TOTAL



		PAPER A

		93

		139

		150

		145

		72

		 

		 

		117

		5

		721



		PAPER B

		 

		 

		 

		27

		22

		23

		24

		85

		6

		187



		TOTAL

		93

		139

		150

		172

		94

		23

		24

		202

		11

		908



		% OF TOTAL

		10.24

		15.31

		16.52

		18.94

		10.35

		2.53

		2.64

		22.25

		1.21

		100





As in previous years the number of candidates opting to sit for Paper 2A was much greater than the number of candidates opting to sit for Paper 2B. In fact 79% of the candidates opted for Paper 2A. The pass rate for Paper 2A candidates was 83% while 51% of Paper 2B candidates were awarded Grade 7 or better. Eleven candidates did not sit for any of the papers and did not present their coursework and were regarded as Absent.


Part 2: Comments regarding performance


Overall Comments


When considering the candidates’ performance overall, one can observe that the overall marks were distributed over a wide range. In fact when considering the total marks for Paper 1, Paper 2A and the coursework component the total marks ranged between 10% and 96%. On the other hand the total marks for Paper 1, Paper 2B and the coursework component ranged from 3% to 70%. Many candidates were able to answer correctly questions requiring recall of knowledge but were less successful when tackling questions requiring them to show understanding and application of their knowledge to a slightly unfamiliar context or to an everyday life context. In many instances, when dealing with questions requiring them to go beyond recall of facts, students wrote something down that they had memorised whether it was relevant or not. Candidates need to learn how to reason and not simply learn to recall facts. A transformation in the approach of learning chemistry needs to be adopted with less emphasis on learning factual information and more emphasis on understanding, reasoning and application. 

In the following sections specific comments related to candidates’ performance in each question are given. These were compiled by markers as they went through the scripts and try to point out common errors encountered. For each item the average mark scored and the Facility Index of the item are given. The Facility Index is an indication of how difficult an examination item is for the particular group of students sitting for the examination. A high facility index (maximum 1.0) indicates an easy item while a low Facility Index shows a more difficult item. 

Remarks on Paper 1


General Comments

This paper was attempted by 882 candidates. The average mark scored per question and the Facility Index of each question in Paper 1 is given in Table 2. The most challenging question for Paper 1 was Question 11 about qualitative analysis while the least challenging question was Question 3 about the states of matter and changes of state. 


Table 2: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1


		Question

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12



		Mean

		4.7

		4.0

		4.5

		2.9

		2.5

		5.1

		2.9

		2.5

		2.6

		4.2

		6.2

		8.9



		Maximum

		6

		8

		5

		7

		4

		6

		6

		6

		6

		6

		20

		20



		Facility Index

		0.79

		0.50

		0.90

		0.42

		0.62

		0.85

		0.49

		0.42

		0.43

		0.69

		0.31

		0.44





Table 3 gives the average mark scored per question in Paper 1 by candidates opting for Paper 2A together with the Facility Index of each item for this group of students. Table 4 gives the corresponding information for Paper B candidates. 


Table 3: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1 (Paper 2A candidates)


		Question

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12



		Mean

		5.02

		4.69

		4.65

		3.50

		2.76

		5.35

		3.38

		3.10

		2.82

		4.62

		7.49

		10.47



		Maximum

		6

		8

		5

		7

		4

		6

		6

		6

		6

		6

		20

		20



		Facility Index

		0.84

		0.59

		0.93

		0.50

		0.69

		0.89

		0.56

		0.52

		0.47

		0.77

		0.37

		0.52





Table 4: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 1 (Paper 2B candidates)


		Question

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12



		Mean

		3.61

		1.40

		3.84

		0.81

		1.36

		4.20

		1.21

		0.43

		1.54

		2.39

		1.05

		2.83



		Maximum

		6

		8

		5

		7

		4

		6

		6

		6

		6

		6

		20

		20



		Facility Index

		0.60

		0.17

		0.77

		0.12

		0.34

		0.70

		0.20

		0.07

		0.26

		0.40

		0.05

		0.14





As expected, Paper 2B candidates scored lower marks than Paper 2A candidates in each of the questions. In general the performance of most candidates opting for Paper 2B was rather poor.

Specific comments about performance in each question


Section A


Question 1
(mean score 4.7/6)


(a)  Most candidates answered this correctly.


(b)  Several candidates considered the two ions Q2- and T+ as neutral atoms leading to incorrect values as answers since Q2- has two more electrons than protons while T+ has one electron less than the number of protons.


Many realised that R and W were isotopes.


Question 2
(mean score 4.0/8)


(a)  In part (i) the examiners saw several answers which consisted simply of an array of numbers, with no indication that the number of moles of each element was being calculated.  The values given in the question corresponded to an empirical formula CH2.  Giving the answer as (CH2)n is incorrect since this represents the molecular formula in terms of n.


A ‘trial-and error’ approach in part (ii) did not score any credit.


(b)  In part (i) many incorrect formulae and equations were evident.


The colour change requested in part (ii) was from orange-red bromine to colourless. ‘Decolorisation’ does not describe the observation fully.


In part (iii) any structure of an alkyne, showing a triple bond, obtained full credit.


Question 3
(mean score 4.5/5)


This question was well-answered by most candidates although a few showed difficulty in distinguishing between evaporation and boiling.


Question 4
(mean score 2.9/7)


Although this question dealt with the basic concepts in electrolysis, several incorrect answers were given.  The difference between electrolyzing aqueous zinc chloride and molten zinc chloride was lost on many.  Part (c) proved particularly difficult for the weaker students, with Faradays, coulombs, moles of electrons and moles of products being used haphazardly.


There seems to be a common trend showing that students are unfamiliar with the electrolytic process and are unable to figure out what substances are discharged at the different electrodes and why this is taking place. 


Question 5
(mean score 2.5/4) 


This was a basic question on bonding but again several incorrect answers were noted.  It was not uncommon to see hydrogen bromide represented as ionic.  Another surprising answer showed hydrogen atoms with 2 electrons, where one of these electrons was being shared, resulting in a hydrogen atom surrounded by three electrons.  On the other hand bromine atoms were often shown as having just one electron – the one being shared.    In part (b) some answers gave chlorine as the central atom.  Again this was surprising considering that chloromethane is so similar to methane and it is mentioned when studying substitution in alkanes.


Question 6
(mean score 5.1/6)


This question was fairly well-answered overall. There were no major problems, not even in the case of the weaker students.


Question 7
(mean score 2.9/6)


Most candidates are familiar with the ∆H notation and the units employed.  In part (c) the weaker candidates seemed unfamiliar with the concept of energy level diagrams.  All that was required was a simple energy level diagram of energy vs reaction path (or reaction progress), together with relevant energy levels for the reactants and the products in an exothermic reaction.  Several candidates, including some of the better ones labelled the x-axis as time. Diagrams of laboratory equipment used for various experiments were also drawn as an answer! Items which were commonly missing were labelling of the axis, labelling of the products and reactants and a clear labelling of the change in energy level sign.


In part (d) most candidates scored 1 mark for the correct answer, -38 , having correctly reasoned out that since ethanoic acid is a weaker acid than hydrochloric acid, less heat will be observed to be emitted.


A number of students fail to realize the difference between KJ/mol and KJ/mol-1. 


Question 8 
(mean score 2.5/6)


Parts (a) and (b) were well-answered, although mathematical mistakes were evident.


Parts (c) and (d), were very straightforward but in fact they distinguished the varying abilities of the examinees.  The better candidates realized that once the mass of sodium carbonate had been calculated in (c) a simple subtraction gives the mass of the sodium chloride impurity.  A simple calculation then produces the requested answer.


A number of mistakes were observed in calculating the formula mass of sodium carbonate. Many students were not well-prepared to work out simple calculations which involve logical, mathematical and chemical understanding of the subject.


Question 9
(mean score 2.6/6)


Several incorrect ionic equations were in evidence.  In part (ii) most answers showed familiarity with the higher reactivity of potassium when compared to magnesium but then failed to make the connection that potassium would react very vigorously with the water making up the solution.


Part (b) showed a lack of familiarity with soluble and insoluble salts and an application of these to simple situations.  Some of the non-valid statements encountered are: ‘a solution of calcium carbonate’, ‘magnesium chloride solution is added to calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate forms’, ‘react potassium carbonate with ammonium chloride’.  Residue and distillate were in some cases also interchanged.


A number of students failed to give clear details about how to carry out the experiment, thinking that by mixing two chemicals in any quantity would result in the formation of the product. 


Question 10
(mean score 4.2/6)


A considerable number of candidates were able to give correct observations for the given reactions.  The question asked for the observation when the given elements react with oxygen.  Although it is correct to say that sulfur darkens and melts, that describes the effect of heat on elemental sulfur and does not describe the reaction of sulfur with oxygen.  Several gave correct answers, showing that they have personally observed the blue flame sulfur produces when burning in oxygen, accompanied by the pungent/ acrid smelling sulfur dioxide gas.


In part (b) some answers were incorrectly given as sulfur oxide.


It is very important that students read the questions well.  In part (c) instead of the equation for the reaction of copper with oxygen, a few gave an equation for the reaction of sulfur with oxygen.


A number of students claimed that the reaction of copper with oxygen would produce CuO2.


Section B


Question 11
(mean score 6.2/20)


(a) G is potassium sulfite


Most candidates concluded that the gas given off is sulfur dioxide, which had to be identified by name and not by formula.  The change in colour from orange to green when sulfur dioxide comes in contact with acidified potassium dichromate was known by many. It is incorrect to say that the colour change is from yellow to green since it must be pointed out that if chromate is used instead of dichromate the colour change is still from orange to green since on acidification yellow chromate changes into orange dichromate. Some students only gave one of the colours and not the full observation of one colour changing to the other.


The reaction of hydrochloric acid on a sulfite produces water and sulfur dioxide.


Many ionic equations did not show aqueous ions for Ba2+ and SO32-.  Some students seem to be under the impression that only the state symbols of the product need to be included. 


A number of students identified the substance as being potassium sulfate rather than potassium sulfite with the consequential effect that they gave incorrect answers to the following two parts.  


(b) L is ammonium bromide


Most identified ammonia as the gas given off, although in a few cases this was denoted as ‘ammonium’.


Ammonia can be easily detected by the dense white fumes of ammonium chloride given on reaction with hydrogen chloride.  The solubility of ammonia in water is not an acceptable test.  Similarly it is not singular to ammonia that it reacts with copper(II) oxide to produce copper. Other tests suggested were the fountain experiment and smelling. 


Some students assumed the unknown compound to be a chloride or an iodide rather than a bromide. Writing ionic equations proved to be too challenging for some students.


(c) Q is lead(II) nitrate or lead(II) ethanoate


It was very encouraging to see students coming to the right conclusions from the data given, in particular those who appreciated the fact that PbSO4 and PbCl2 are insoluble in water.  Some inadequate answers were given e.g. Ca(NO3)2 or Al(NO3)3 or AgNO3 which compounds do not agree with the data given. Some students realized that the compound was a lead salt but did not get anywhere from that point onwards.


Question 12
(mean score 8.9/20)


Most students had no difficulty answering parts (a) and (b) although in part (a) sodium sulfite was in a few cases given as one of the salts. Some students gave the correct name or formula of only one of the compounds obtained when reacting sulfuric acid and sodium hydroxide but missed the second one. 


In part (b), some students seemed to think that sodium ethoxide and sodium ethanoate are one and the same thing, with some even writing sodium ethanoate as one of the products in the equation and then claiming it is sodium ethoxide. 


Part (c) was meant to test students’ understanding of concentrations of solutions and what the purpose of a titration is.  


The answers to part (i) showed that for some students volumes and concentrations are interchangeable, not realizing that the bigger volume was required because it was the weakest concentration.


The better students showed understanding of the concept that diluting the solution in the conical flask has no effect on the number of moles present and so the same volumes of solutions as before were required.  However from the answers encountered it is evident that several students are not aware of this, indicating lack of understanding of volumetric analysis. Many students gave elaborate mathematical answers when the answer was very simple, provided that the student understands that the number of moles present would remain the same.


Part (d) elicited some very dangerous answers, several suggesting sodium hydroxide tablets because they cause no harm to the body! It is obvious that few students know the hazards associated with strong alkalis and that sodium hydroxide, marketed as ‘caustic soda’ is used to unblock kitchen drains.


Part (e) tested a very common laboratory situation.  However, only the better candidates scored well on this part.  Using sulfuric acid a protective layer of insoluble lead(II) sulfate will stop the reaction, while using nitric acid soluble lead(II) nitrate ensures that the reaction can proceed.  Some candidates suggested that either the sulfuric acid is not strong enough or that there is not enough acid hence the reaction stops, when it was clearly stated that there is excess acid available. It is disappointing that students are finding themselves in difficulty handling questions dealing with the solubilities of salts in water when one considers that the syllabus contains various topics, eg., preparation of salts and qualitative analysis, where this concept must be applied.   


Remarks on Paper 2A


General Comments

This paper was attempted by 711 candidates. Table 5 shows the average mark scored per question and the Facility Index of each question with respect to the group of candidates sitting for this paper.


Table 5: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 2A


		Question

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		13

		14



		Mean

		6.67

		4.68

		4.65

		3.46

		1.94

		1.42

		3.34

		2.07

		4.34

		2.69

		11.09

		9.87

		8.57

		10.85



		Attempted

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		505

		130

		338

		451



		Maximum

		8

		8

		7

		6

		6

		4

		4

		5

		6

		6

		20

		20

		20

		20



		Facility Index

		0.83

		0.59

		0.66

		0.58

		0.32

		0.35

		0.83

		0.41

		0.72

		0.45

		0.55

		0.49

		0.43

		0.54





The results show that the easiest items for this group of students were the question about the relationship of electronic configuration of an element and its position in the periodic table and the question about methods of collecting gases. On the other hand, again this year, the question about the chemistry of alcohols proved to be one of the most challenging questions.


Specific comments about performance in each question


Section A


Question 1
(Mean score 6.67/8)


(a) Most candidates were aware that the number of electrons in the outermost electron shell is identical to the group number to which the element belongs.


(b) Most students were familiar with Group 8 elements and were aware that this group comprises the inert gases. Some students gave irrelevant answers to part (b).


(c) The majority of the candidates were familiar with the fact that reactivity increases on going down Group 2. Most were also aware that the attraction between the nucleus and the outermost electrons decreases as the size of the atom increases. The reasoning regarding the trend in reactivity was problematic for some students.


Question 2 
(Mean score 4.68/8)


(a) Most students were able to provide correct answers to a(i) and (ii).


(b) Several students were unable to arrive at the conclusions which were expected:  that the reaction was an exothermic one and/or that a decrease in pressure would result in production of nitrogen dioxide.

Question 3
(Mean score 4.65/7)


(a) The correct molecular formula of PETN is C5H8N4O12 but some students gave other different versions of this formula such as C(CH2ONO2)4 and C(CH2)4(NO3)4. 


(b) Most candidates gave the correct relative molecular mass of PETN.


(c) Some students lacked the mathematical skills required to work out simple proportions. However, most students were able to work out correctly the relative molecular mass of PET.


Question 4
(Mean score 3.46/6)


In general, students did fairly well in this question.  The method of working that students employed in many cases was logical and understandable.  


(a) Most students were able to deduce correctly the number of moles of citric acid present in the sample. The majority of students were able to deduce from the given equation that 1 mole of citric acid requires 3 moles of sodium hydrogencarbonate for neutralization and hence the number of moles of sodium hydrogencarbonate required in the reaction.


All students, with a few exceptions, worked out correctly the mass of one mole of sodium hydrogencarbonate but some were unable to work out the mass of sodium hydrogen carbonate required.


(b) Most students were aware that 1 mole of citric acid produces 3 moles of carbon dioxide. Some students simply multiplied 22.4 × 3 and gave the answer as 67.2 dm3. Only a small number of students were able to give the correct answer. Other problems observed was that some candidates did not know what STP meant or else, they used incorrect equations to come to their answers.

Question 5
(Mean score 1.94/6) 


Again this year, candidates were observed to be rather weak in organic chemistry and particularly weak when it comes to alcohols.


(a) Few students mentioned the most important fact, that all alcohols contain a OH as its functional group. Again, only a small number of students gave the correct structural formulae of ethanol, propanol and ethene. In the case of ethene, the double bond between the carbon atoms, necessary to emphasize its unsaturated nature was often completely ignored from the explanation.


(b) A number of students were aware that due to the presence of OH in glycerol, similarly to a simple alcohol it is expected to react with the most reactive metals to liberate hydrogen and so effervescence is expected to be observed. But only a handful of students stated that the OH group in glycerol is responsible for its reaction with the most reactive metals. 

Question 6
(Mean score 1.42/4)


(a) The majority of the students did not give correct reasons why carbon and carbon dioxide have widely different sublimation temperatures. Some students confused the intermolecular forces between molecules of carbon dioxide with the covalent bonds that hold carbon atoms and oxygen atoms together. Many stated that the covalent bonds in dry ice are broken during sublimation! No reference was made to the amount of energy needed to break the strong covalent bonds that hold carbon atoms together.


(b) Most students are familiar with the strong tetrahedral structure of diamond and the weak layered structure of graphite.


Question 7
(Mean score 3.34/4)


Most students found this question easy and gave correct answers for P, Q, R and S.

Question 8 
(Mean score 2.07/5)


(a) Only a handful of students referred to sugar as a carbohydrate that produces water when heated. However, almost all students stated that the resultant black residue left behind after sugar is overheated is carbon.


Most students seem to be familiar with using sodium hydrogencarbonate as a raising agent, knowing that carbon dioxide released during the process is responsible for making the mixture rise. However, most students did not refer to yeast that also evolves carbon dioxide at the right temperature.


(b)  Most students were fully aware that some substances change colour when they absorb water or moisture from the air as they change from anhydrous to hydrated compounds. Few realized that it was the indicator which was changing colour and not the silica gel.


Question 9
(Mean score 4.34/6)


Most students gave correct answers complete with correct reasons for (a), (b) and (c).


Question 10
(Mean score 2.69/6)


(a) In parts (i) and (ii), many candidates simply reiterated the statement given without giving any important information.  Many students did not realize that calcium carbonate makes up stalagmites.

Some students seem to be familiar with the build-up of such formations. Most know that stalactites hang from the roof of a cave while stalagmites build up from the floor when water drips down onto the floor and gradually evaporates.


(b) Most students were aware that a stalagmite is mostly calcium carbonate and consequently reacts with dilute acids to liberate carbon dioxide. Some students however erroneously assumed that a stalagmite is composed of metals that react with acids to liberate hydrogen.


Section B


Question 11
(Mean score 11.09/20)


(a) Most definitions of what an ore is were vague without reference to its being a naturally occurring compound from which a metal may be extracted. Most students identified haematite as iron (III) oxide and gave its correct formula. Almost all candidates identified correctly the two other solid raw materials needed for the extraction of iron.


A good number of candidates gave the four correct reactions requested for the reactions taking place in a blast furnace. Some candidates opted to give a description of each reaction while others gave the equation.


Most candidates were aware that carbon monoxide is the reducing agent responsible for reducing the ore.


(b) Most candidates showed difficulties with metallic bonding. Most candidates referred to free electrons when describing the structure of a piece of iron but few candidates explained that a metallic bond is the result of the attractive forces between a mobile sea of electrons and the remaining positive ions. Some students suggested that the bonding is due to electron glue. This was not accepted.


When explaining how the shape of an iron object may be changed without breaking, most candidates referred to malleability and ductility but they failed to describe how rows of positive ions slide over each other when a force is applied.


With regards to conduction of electricity, all candidates referred to free electrons that are able to conduct the flow of current but few gave details about free electrons moving towards the positive terminal.


(c) Most candidates gave valid methods for protection from rust for a bicycle chain, a food can and a car. Galvanizing a food can is unacceptable since zinc is more reactive than iron and is more likely to react with the food. 


Question 12 
(Mean score 9.87/20)


 (a) Most candidates who answered Question 12 calculated correctly the heat in kJ liberated when 1 g of each fuel is burned. There were some candidates however who were not aware that 1 mole of hydrogen gas has a mass of 2 g and not 1 g.


(b) Most candidates realized  that hydrogen is the most efficient fuel since it liberates the largest amount of energy per g. Nearly all the candidates were familiar with the fact that hydrogen is a non-pollutant since the product of its combustion is water while both ethanol and octane are pollutants since carbon dioxide and water are their products of combustion. A good number of candidates failed to refer to carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas that contributes to global warming.


Some candidates were unable to give industrial methods of preparation and suggested, for example, manufacturing hydrogen by the reaction between a metal and a dilute acid. With regards to the production of octane, practically all candidates showed their familiarity with the processes of fractional distillation and cracking.


(c) Most candidates are aware that both ethanol and octane are highly combustible liquids and consequently have to be stored in tanks but their storage is not particularly hazardous. But hydrogen is a highly flammable gas and explodes if ignited.


Question 13
(Mean score 8.57/20)


(a) Not all candidates are aware that the outer shell of a nitrogen atom contains 5 electrons, 3 of which are used when forming a covalent triple bond with another nitrogen atom. Few candidates associated the unreactive behaviour of nitrogen with the large amount of energy required to break the triple bond.


(b) Most candidates gave a correct balanced equation for the reaction between magnesium chloride and sodium hydroxide. Again, almost all candidates showed their familiarity with ammonia solution being alkaline and consequently its similarity with sodium hydroxide.


(c) Almost all candidates were aware that nitrogen monoxide is oxidized to nitrogen dioxide when it comes into contact with the air. However, no reference was made to nitrogen monoxide being colourless. The equation for the reaction was in most cases correct. 


(d) Most students did not refer to the fact that ammonium compounds react with alkalis to liberate ammonia. The requested equation to illustrate the reaction between ammonium chloride and calcium hydroxide was in most cases incorrectly balanced.


(e) Most candidates were aware that dilute nitric acid is a typical acid that produces a salt and water when it reacts with a base. However the equations given in most cases either contained incorrect formulae or were not correctly balanced.


(f) Students were not aware that atmospheric nitrogen reacts with oxygen at the right conditions of temperature and pressure as happens in a car engine. The equation that shows how nitrogen dioxide dissolves in water to form two acids was in most cases correct.


Question 14  
(Mean score 10.85/20)


Some students failed to state whether each of the five statements given is true or false as requested.


(a)  Most candidates were acquainted with the highly oxidizing nature of chlorine and consequently with its use as a bleaching agent.


(b) Most students gave correct half-equations for the discharge of ions at each of the electrodes. 


(c) Many students were familiar with the fact that the reactivity of the elements in Group 7 decreases down the group and consequently bromine cannot displace chlorine from sodium chloride. A number of students however expected the reaction given to occur.


(d) Most students (though not all!) were aware that the laboratory preparation of chlorine necessitates the use of a fume cupboard but few students stated that this preparation involves the oxidation (not the reduction) of concentrated (not dilute) hydrochloric acid by manganese(IV) oxide. Most students found the equation for this reaction too difficult to balance. Others gave an incorrect formula for manganese(IV) oxide and / or for manganese(II) chloride.


(e) Most candidates were aware that concentrated sulfuric acid reacts with sodium chloride to give hydrogen chloride. But in most cases, students did not know that the salt produced from the reaction is the acid salt of sulfuric acid and not the normal salt.  Hydrogen chloride reacting with ammonia to give white fumes of ammonium chloride seems to be familiar with most students.


Comments about Paper 2B


General Comments

This paper was attempted by 169 candidates. Table 6 shows the average mark scored per question and the Facility Index of each question with respect to the group of candidates sitting for this paper.


Table 6: Average mark scored and Facility Index of questions in Paper 2B

		Question

		1

		2

		3

		4

		5

		6

		7

		8

		9

		10

		11

		12

		13

		14



		Mean

		3.30

		3.94

		5.58

		0.56

		1.87

		2.84

		2.13

		2.11

		2.52

		1.73

		7.56

		4.21

		6.32

		7.31



		Attempted

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		

		75

		81

		77

		101



		Maximum

		6

		6

		7

		5

		6

		6

		6

		6

		6

		6

		20

		20

		20

		20



		Facility Index

		0.55

		0.66

		0.80

		0.11

		0.31

		0.47

		0.36

		0.35

		0.42

		0.29

		0.38

		0.21

		0.32

		0.37





In general the performance of the candidates sitting for this paper was rather poor.  Question 4 about a reaction in equilibrium proved to be the most challenging question for this group of candidates. 


Specific comments about performance in each question


Section A


Question 1
(Mean score 3.30/6)


Most students answered parts 1(a) and 1(c) correctly but the reason given why X does not form ionic bonds was in most cases incorrect. It seems that many students were not acquainted with the fact that gaining or losing 4 electrons is highly unlikely.


Question 2
(Mean score 3.94/6)


Almost all students knew that graphite is a good conductor of electricity but diamond and dry ice are not. However, a considerable number of students were not familiar with the fact that both diamond and graphite have a high sublimation temperature.


Question 3
(Mean score 5.58/7)


Most students chose the right word in most cases but a few students did not know that the chloride ion is a spectator ion and so its oxidation number remains unchanged.


Question 4
(Mean score 0.56/5)


Only few students could answer this question correctly. Most did not answer at all and left all the spaces blank while others had no idea that this question was concerned with an equilibrium reaction that shifts to one side when the equilibrium is disturbed. Some students referred to Le Chatelier’s principle without actually understanding the fact that the system tries to restore equilibrium by producing more chromate(VI) ions when water is added and more dichromate(VI) ions when dilute sulfuric acid is added.


Question 5
(Mean score 1.87/6)


The mathematical skills required to work out a simple proportion made this question difficult for most students. A considerable number of students could use the chemical equation given to deduce that 1 mole of ammonium nitrite produces 1 mole of nitrogen and they could even work out a correct value for the formula mass of ammonium nitrite. But understanding simple proportions seems to be a problem for most of the students sitting for Paper 2B.


Question 6
(Mean score 2.84/6)


Most students gave a correct answer for the formula mass of PETN in (a) and the formula mass of pentaerythritol in b(iii) but a good number of students found it difficult to calculate the number of moles of PETN in 100 g of the substance, the reason being again the mathematical skills required to work out a simple proportion. In most cases, the students were able to deduce from the given equation that 1 mole of pentaerythritol produces 1 mole of PETN, but when calculating the mass of pentaerythritol needed to make 100 g of PETN, most students found the task too difficult to work out.


Question 7
(Mean score 2.13/5)


Most students could identify the chemical names of the two structural formulae given and the name of the homologous series to which they belong. The students, almost without any exception, gave the correct structural formula of the next member of the homologous series. However, almost all students found (d) difficult to answer, showing that they were not familiar with the test for the identification of an alcohol. 


Question 8 
(Mean score 2.11/6)


Most students produced correct labelled diagrams of stalactites and stalagmites, showing that they were acquainted with such formations. However the description given to illustrate how stalactites and stalagmites are formed when dissolved minerals are deposited after evaporation was far from adequate. Most students were unaware that calcium hydrogencarbonate is a soluble compound formed when acidic rain dissolves some of the limestone. They were also unaware of the fact that the main mineral present in such rock formations is calcium carbonate.


Question 9
(Mean score 2.52/6)


Most students gave correct answers for (a).


Although hydrated copper sulfate is a very common laboratory substance, some students were not familiar with the blue colour of the hydrated crystals and with the white anhydrous compound. However a considerable number of students were aware that the hydrated salt contains water of crystallization that is removed when the salt is heated.


With regards to zinc oxide, only few students were familiar with the yellow colour that this compound acquires when heated and its white colour at room temperature.


Question 10
(Mean score 1.73/6)


Only a handful of students could give a correct balanced equation for the preparation of sulfur dioxide by the addition of hot concentrated sulfuric acid on copper.


In most cases, the requested diagram was carelessly drawn and /or not labelled properly. Some students were not aware that sulfur dioxide is readily soluble in water to form an acidic solution. 


Section B


Question 11 
(Mean score 7.56/20)


Almost all students who opted for this question gave the correct chemical name of haematite and labelled A, B, C, D, E and F with proper and correct terms. 


But the balanced equation requested in (c) for the reduction of iron ore contained in most cases incorrect formulae of reactants and / or products. In other cases, the equation was not correctly balanced. 


Calcium carbonate was identified by a good number of students as the compound required to remove silicon dioxide from the iron ore. But few students gave correct balanced equations to show the thermal decomposition of limestone and the formation of calcium silicate. 


With regards to the term pig-iron, most students were aware that it is an impure form of iron but few were familiar with the fact that it contains carbon and is consequently brittle.


Question 11(f) and (g) were in almost all cases answered correctly, but in some answers no reference was made of the fact that seawater contains dissolved salts that accelerate the process of rusting. 


Question 12
(Mean score 4.21/20)


Few students opted for this question.

Most of these were aware that a fuel is used to supply energy when needed but only a handful of students indicated clearly that a fuel supplies energy only when it undergoes a chemical reaction such as combustion. With regards to (b), few students showed awareness that the heat of combustion is the energy released per mole by a fuel that is completely burned.


Many students gave the correct balanced equation for the combustion of hydrogen but most students were completely unfamiliar with the formula of methanol and so they could not build up a correct equation for its combustion, although in some cases they were aware that the products of combustion were carbon dioxide and water. Although the balancing is more difficult for the equation that shows the combustion of octane, more students presented a correct equation since the formula for octane was given in the table.


With regards to (e), most students were aware that the combustion of octane is a highly exothermic reaction and consequently produces the largest amount of heat.


Most students are aware of the danger of explosions if hydrogen is ignited and consequently of the need of proper storage in airtight containers. With regards to carbon, the ease of storage was obvious to most but only few were familiar with the difficulty that is often faced during ignition and burning.


All students answered correctly that hydrogen is the least polluting since the product of combustion is water. Most identified octane as the largest pollutant but only few students showed   their awareness that the culprit is carbon dioxide that is mostly responsible for the greenhouse effect.


Question 13 
(Mean score 6.32/20)


(a) Not all students are aware that a nitrogen atom is comprised of 2 electron shells with 5 electrons in the outer shell, 3 of which are used for a triple bond with another nitrogen atom. So, diagrams with 3 electron shells or with 14 electrons instead of 7 were common. Few students gave a correct reason why nitrogen is unreactive. Instead of referring to the energy needed to break a triple bond, most just referred to nitrogen as being made up of diatomic molecules, each atom in the molecule having a full outer shell of electrons.


(b) Most students gave the correct formula for ammonia although few erroneously confused the formula of ammonia with that of the ammonium ion. The requested equation for the industrial preparation of ammonia was in most cases correct, complete with the right state symbols. Besides nitric acid and the names of common fertilizers such as ammonium nitrate, other substances obtained industrially from ammonia were also considered as correct, although some of these are rarely used nowadays.


The equation for the laboratory preparation of ammonia was in most cases incorrect. Incorrect formulae of reactants and products, incorrect balancing and incorrect state symbols were apparent in most of the answers. 


Most students are aware of the exceptional solubility of ammonia but few students gave details to show that the resulting solution is strongly alkaline and contains OH- ions. The test that ammonia changes the colour of damp litmus paper from red to blue seems to be a common knowledge among students.


(c) In most cases, answers to c(i) and (ii) were correct. It seems that most students were aware that nitrogen monoxide is oxidized immediately once it comes into contact with air and forms brown fumes of nitrogen dioxide.


Question 14 
(Mean score 7.31/20)


(a) All students gave Group 7 or ‘Halogens’ as the name of the group in which chlorine is found. Group 7 is not the group name but the group number.  Most students opted for bromine or iodine as the element from the same group that is less reactive than chlorine. A few students chose fluorine which is obviously more reactive.


Most students were aware that chlorine displaces bromine / iodine from a solution containing bromide / iodide ions but some of these students could not give a full description of what happens during such a reaction. Instead of the description and the appropriate observations, some students gave a correct equation, for which they were awarded full marks.


All students gave two correct uses for chlorine, the most common being as a pool disinfectant and as a bleaching agent.


(b) Most students were aware that brine is a saturated solution of sodium chloride. The great majority of students knew that during electrolysis of brine, hydrogen gas is evolved at the cathode and chlorine at the anode but only few were aware that the remaining solution is strongly alkaline since it contains sodium hydroxide.


(c) Most students presented well-labelled diagrams complete with suitable washing and drying equipment. However, the heat required for the reaction to proceed was often omitted from the diagram and the method of collection was not always the best method for collecting chlorine, that is, by downward delivery. The fact that chlorine is toxic and consequently has to be prepared in a fume cupboard is a common knowledge among the majority of students but only a handful gave a correct balanced equation for the oxidation of concentrated hydrochloric acid by manganese (IV) oxide.  


Part 3: Comments about Coursework 


Of the 908 candidates sitting for the May 2010 examination, 32 candidates did not present coursework as required by the syllabus. The remaining candidates presented coursework either through their school (if presented by a school) or privately (if registered as private candidates). The average mark for coursework presented by Paper 2A candidates was 12.9 out of 15 while that for coursework presented by Paper 2B candidates was 10.8 out of 15. Table 7 shows the frequency of marks and percentage of Paper 2A cohort obtaining each mark while Table 8 shows similar information for the students registering for Paper 2B.


Table 7: Frequency and Percentage of students obtaining each coursework mark (Paper 2A candidates)


		Mark

		Frequency

		Percentage



		1

		0

		0.00



		2

		0

		0.00



		3

		1

		0.14



		4

		2

		0.28



		5

		1

		0.14



		6

		3

		0.42



		7

		4

		0.55



		8

		10

		1.39



		9

		12

		1.66



		10

		29

		4.02



		11

		42

		5.83



		12

		88

		12.21



		13

		178

		24.69



		14

		281

		38.97



		15

		59

		8.18



		Np

		11

		1.53



		Total

		721

		100





This year 84% of the candidates registered for Paper 2A obtained 12 marks or more out of 15 for their coursework while 68% of the candidates registered for Paper 2B obtained 10 marks or more out of 15 for their coursework.


Table 8: Frequency and Percentage of students obtaining each coursework mark (Paper 2B candidates)


		Mark

		Frequency

		Percentage



		0

		0

		0



		1

		0

		0



		2

		0

		0



		3

		2

		1.07



		4

		4

		2.14



		5

		3

		1.60



		6

		7

		3.74



		7

		8

		4.28



		8

		9

		4.81



		9

		6

		3.21



		10

		20

		10.70



		11

		25

		13.37



		12

		19

		10.16



		13

		30

		16.04



		14

		28

		14.97



		15

		5

		2.67



		np

		21

		11.23



		Total

		187

		100





This year 19 schools were visited by the moderators. A sample of students from the schools presenting candidates for SEC Chemistry were identified by MATSEC and called for an interview.  In addition, all private candidates were asked to attend for interviews about the practical work submitted. 


Comments made by moderators who visited the schools are represented below. This year was the second year in which there were new syllabus requirements regarding practical work  which were intended to ensure a better spread of practical work: to represent the whole syllabus; to represent a range of practical skills; and to familiarize students with a variety of types of experiments. During moderation, students from one of the schools visited presented practical work according to the old criteria. As a result there were some areas from syllabus sections (a) to (j) that were not represented. The criteria used for this year’s moderation and the number of schools presenting work which was considered insufficient/satisfactory/good for each criterion are summarized in Table 9.


Table 9: Summary of the observations made by moderators


		CRITERIA

		Insufficient

		Satisfactory

		Good



		Experiments show variety of skills

		3

		4

		12



		Work presented is of SEC standard for the majority of students

		4

		6

		9



		Authenticity: work is clearly carried out by individual students or groups

		2

		7

		9



		No long extracts of dictated, downloaded or copied material

		4

		7

		8



		Diagrams are well drawn and labeled

		4

		11

		4



		Observations & measurements are well recorded

		2

		13

		4



		Analysis including graphs/quantitative work

		3

		12

		4



		Evaluation of the accuracy of observations and measurements

		4

		10

		5



		Evaluation of suitability of procedures

		6

		8

		5



		Identification of precautions and attention to safety

		4

		11

		14



		Conclusions made by the students themselves

		5

		5

		9



		Awarding of the marks is fair

		3

		12

		4



		At least 15 experiments are presented by most students

		0

		5

		14



		At least one experiment from each of syllabus sections (a) to (j)

		3

		4

		12



		Not more than three experiments presented from each section

		1

		3

		15



		Two investigations are presented

		3

		8

		8



		Front page with list of experiments included

		1

		5

		13





In addition to the observations summarized in Table 9, moderators made a number of comments and recommendations for improvement. Some of these comments have already appeared in examiners’ reports of previous years but unfortunately moderators still encounter these shortcomings during the moderation exercise.


Presentation


· Candidates are requested to include a filled copy of the form given in the syllabus, showing the title of the experiments presented from each area and their page number.


· Candidates are requested NOT to present their work in display books or in separate plastic sleeves.


· Diagrams were sometimes drawn on the foolscap sheet where the students also wrote down the report. As a result, in some cases, the diagrams were not clear and labelling was far from adequate.


· In a few cases, students did not have the appropriate front sheet with the list of experiments.


· The support and guidance given to the students for writing reports should be limited and by the end of the course students should be encouraged to write their own conclusions.


· More ionic equations should be included.


· An experiment may be presented as an investigation if the students themselves work on the problem given, plan the method, carry out the experiment, evaluate their results and methods and draw conclusions. Reports of investigations should not follow the usual format of report writing but should include prediction, planning etc.


· There were a number of cases where the discussion of results included downloaded material at times beyond the level of a SEC student. This practice should be discouraged.


· Experimental precautions were not presented for all experiments and safety measures to be practiced during experimental work were not always emphasized.


· A graph cannot be drawn if only two readings are taken.  A minimum of five points should suffice.


Correction


· Not all reports were corrected in detail. Reports that contained incorrect calculations and unbalanced equations were left uncorrected.


· It is important for teachers to have clear marking criteria because sometimes students who left out equations, diagrams, calculations etc were getting marks that are as high as those students who include them.


· Some reports contained serious mistakes that were uncorrected. 

Safety


· Bromine must always be used in SMALL amounts and in a fume cupboard.


· Use of naphthalene. 


Work Presented



· In some reports the experimental analysis was devoid of numerical data and some schools seem to avoid doing experiments that require the collection and analysis of such data.  Consequently, the mathematical treatment of data is completely left out.


· Some experiments were too short (for example: heating copper(II) carbonate only; separation of solid and metal using a magnet; separation of oil and water using separating funnel; melting of ice and ice and sugar to determine how  impurities have an effect on melting point  presented as one of the experiments). Short experiments should be combined and presented as one practical.


· ‘Experiments’ such as separation by sorting of sand and beans cannot be considered as a SEC experiment!


· Demonstrations should not be included amongst the 15 experiments presented. 


· In some cases there was no evidence that students actually did the experiments themselves. For example, where the titration results of the whole class were identical.


· Experiments such as determining the amount of hardness present in a sample of water by the amount of lather formed should not be presented.


· Qualitative analysis does not consist only of flame tests.


Undesirable practices


· In titrations: students were finding the average titre value using titre values that are not concordant. Students need to be aware that values to be included in the average must not differ by more than 0.1cm3. 


· In titrations: some students either did not refer to rinsing or simply suggested rinsing with distilled water.


· In recording titration results, some students simply wrote down a value for the titre value and did not include the burette readings.


· Use of litmus solution as the indicator during titrations.


· When testing for gases, gas-specific tests should be carried out, rather than relying on litmus (except in the case of ammonia).


Computation of final mark


If a student presents less than 15 experiments, the mark should still be worked out as an average over 15.


Chairperson


Board of Examiners


July 2010
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